Bacterial habitats are often associated with fluid flow environments. There is a lack of models 10 of the twitching motility of bacteria in shear flows. In this work, a three-dimensional modelling 11 approach of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) coupled with the Discrete Element Method 12 (DEM) is proposed to study bacterial twitching on flat and groove surfaces under shear flow 13 conditions. Rod-shaped bacteria are modelled as groups of spherical particles and Type IV pili 14 attached to bacteria are modelled as dynamic springs which can elongate, retract, attach and 15 detach. The CFD-DEM model of rod-shape bacteria is validated against orbiting of immotile 16 bacteria in shear flows. The effects of fluid flow rate and surface topography on twitching 17 motility are studied. The model can successfully predict upstream twitching motility of rod-18 shaped bacteria in shear flows. Our model can predict that there would be an optimal range of 19 wall shear stress in which bacterial upstream twitching is most efficient. The results also 20 indicate that when bacteria twitch on groove surfaces, they are likely to accumulate around the 21 downstream side of the groove walls.
Introduction 26
A bacterial biofilm is a bacterial community attached into a surface through extracellular 27 polymeric materials 1 . Prior to biofilm formation, bacteria may need to deposit on the surface 28 from their planktonic state. After bacteria deposit on surfaces they may "twitch" or crawl over 3 have already modelled twitching motility of bacteria using a variety of mathematical models. 66 For instance, Marathe, et al. 20 modelled Neisseria gonorrhoeae as point particles and used 67 stochastic pili dynamics to simulate a tug of war mechanism with directional memory of 68 twitching action. This work reported that directional memory enhances the surface exploration When immotile rod-shaped bacteria move in shear flows they will freely orbit in shear flows 95 30 which is called "Jeffery orbiting". We first compare the orbiting of a rod-shaped bacterium walls. The parameters used for the following simulations are listed in Table S1 . A single 106 bacterium is simulated unless specified otherwise and the bacterium is initially oriented in the 107 flow direction. SediFoam has been extensively validated for spherical particle laden flows 34-36 . We use 111 SediFoam for rod-shaped objects in this work and hence we validate the model for Jeffery orbit 112 before using for bacterial twitching. The analytical expression for orbiting angular velocity () 113 and period (T) of a rod-shaped bacterium having an aspect ratio of a in a shear rate of ̇ are 114 given by Jeffery 37 as
The CFD-DEM model is validated for the Jeffery orbit at different shear rates and aspect ratio 118 of the cell body. The analytical solution for the orbiting angular velocity and the period of the 119 orbit are compared with the present numerical results. Figure S1 (a) shows the numerical and 120 analytical results at = 3 and =1000 s -1 and it can be seen that the present CFD-DEM model 121 can predict the orbit transit of a rod-shaped bacterium in shear flows accurately. Figure S1 and the force becomes unbalanced. It appears that a special pili dynamics mechanism will be 180 needed to capture those vertically-oriented upright walking bacteria and that is out of the scope 181 of this paper. is created faster after the breakage of an existing pilus. Figure S2 shows the main events 
216
The fluid flow conditions, apart from the optimal wall shear stress (that is around 0.1 Pa), may 217 adversely influence upstream twitching. Shen, et al. 26 showed that upstream twitching of P.
218
aeruginosa would be most efficient when the wall shear stress is around 0.5 Pa, and our model 219 predictions are also in the same order. It can be seen in Figure 6 (d) that bacteria detach from 220 the wall more frequently when the wall shear stress is more than the optimal stress. This is 221 because the fluid drag is dominant to the pili-based pulling when the stress is far beyond the 222 optimal value. 
233
The pili dynamics is similar to the previous case of bacterial twitching on flat surface under 234 shear flows (i.e., two pili with distribution angle of 30 0 ). Four bacteria are randomly seeded on 235 the surface. Figure S3 shows bacterial twitching on flat and groove surfaces. As expected, 236 bacteria are trapped and twitch along the grooves for the non-flat surfaces.
237 Figure 7 shows the probability of twitching direction at different surface conditions. As also where ( ) and ( ) are the total length and equilibrium lengths of the pilus, respectively.
333
The total length is simply the distance between the bacterial pole and the pilus tip. If the pilus 334 is unbounded the equilibrium length is equal to the total length, which means the pulling force Figure 2. (a) MSD power for different pili angles and pili numbers (MSD = Kt , where n is the MSD power, K is a constant, and t is the time); (b) When the bacterium is pulled by the pili for an extended period of time, the bacterium gradually gets inclined to the surface and if the period is long enough the bacterium would reach to a vertical orientation. The trajectory of the leading and trailing poles are shown for pili number is 2 and the pili angle is 30 deg. 
